Recovery Curriculum and Journey Map for Summerhill Infant School (SIS)
September 2020
September 2020 will bring the return to school for all our Pupils and will mean many
different things for our children. We realise that the children and their families will have
had different experiences during the Covid-19 Lockdown which will have had an effect on
their learning and well-being. Keeping this at the forefront of our thinking and to help us
rebuild our school community we have redesigned our school curriculum for the first
seven weeks.
We will be covering the key areas of Reading, Writing and Maths and to a lesser degree
other National Curriculum subjects so that we can focus our Recovery Curriculum on a
holistic approach to supporting the children’s well-being and their readiness to learn.
We have identified five key elements for the journey ahead in our Recovery Curriculum
they are:

Relationships
Meta cognition and Resilience
Community

Space and Transitions
Transparent Curriculum

Relationships - (The themes encapsulate our Golden Rules)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be kind
Listen to one another
Build trust
Be friends
Smile and laugh
Reach out
Support

Meta Cognition and Resilience - (These themes build on our Learning Behaviours)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be ready for learning in school
Know routines
Regain independence and confidence
Willing to try to learn in different ways
Know my well-being and how to keep safe
Challenge my brain
Never give up - Build resilience
Know my learning environment helps me

Community - (These themes mirror our House System)
•
•
•
•

Know what is happening in the world
Know what has been happening with my family and my friends
Know about my learning at home and at school
Support the community and respond to what my community needs

Space and Transitions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Time to think and reflect
To be who I am
To talk
Explore my feelings
Know about personal space
Readjusting to space in and outside at school
Opportunity and exploration
To think about next steps and the future

Transparent Curriculum
•
•
•
•

Talk about what we need to learn and why
Acknowledge we might find things tricky and we can work together to learn
Identify the things we need to work on to fill the gaps
Know that learning has been different for every child and Summerhill Infant School
are proud of all our children
• Celebrate ‘who I am’ by being creative and imaginative
The activities that your child will take part in will be planned carefully by their Clas
Teacher, matched to the needs of the individuals in the Class and across the Year Group.
The five key elements will be part of our golden thread of learning that weaves through
the school. The whole school journey will be inspired by ‘The Book of Hopes’ by K Rundell
and this is outlined on the Recovery Curriculum Journey Map.

